Looking to run up to 5 DC-powered CCTV cameras from a single PSU?

The Blupont™ C-PS-5W is a cost-effective yet efficient 5-way DC power splitter that simply plugs into a compatible existing PSU used for CCTV cameras.

Cut down on using multiple PSUs in your installation means you’ll cut down on costs plus of course be more energy efficient at the same time.

Robust design and low electrical resistance are assured by using copper (Cu) cables and nickel plated DC conductors for maximum electrical transfer.

specifications:

5-Way DC 2.1mm Splitter Adapter for CCTV power
Standard 2.1mm DC male connectivity at CCTV Input
Standard 2.1mm DC female at PSU input*
Wide power rating: 12V - 36V DC, 5.5mm x2.1mm
Quality, copper (Cu) wire up to 22AWG
Robust, plastic design with strain relief

* Compatible PSU Required